
Note: Mesopotamian Civilization refers to Ancient Sumer and Babylonia.

Ancient Sumer lasted from about 3000  to 2000 BC.

Ancient Babylonia lasted from about 1900 to 1600 BC.

Hammurabi was the apex (r. ca. 1792-1750 BC)

Together they are Ancient Mesopotamian Civilization.





River Civilizations



Some sources have it stretch to the Nile.  It is referred to

all the time but it is hard to find anyone defining exactly

where it is.  Here is the general idea.  The next map is a

bit more confusing.





Here is another Fertile Crescent… more of a Fertile “T.”



The rise and fall of the Nile.
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The Collapsed Pyramid at Meidum. 2800s BC. This is the core of the

Pyramid, not the exterior surface.



This is the Bent Pyramid from Dashur, Egypt.  Built later in

the 2800s BC.  54º lower, and 43º upper.



This is the Red Pyramid from Dashur, Egypt.

Built in the later 2800s BC.  About 43º.



The Great Pyramid of Giza, ca. 2570 BC.  Angle is about 52º.



The world of the Enuma elish and Gilgamesh in on the right

side of this map.





Mesopotamia is basically Iraq.

Here is how we think of it….





Here is more how they thought of it….



The city of

Babylon is in the

center.



The circum-fluent

ocean surrounds

the world. And the

Euphrates is

somehow shown

going from N to S.



Cuneiform example from ca.

2500 B.C.



Cylinder Seals (Banquet scene) (maybe 1” high), ca. 2600 BC

Note the people drinking through some sort of straw.  The Webster commentary on the

Enuma elish mentions the drinking of beer through straws.





Ur



Ur



Found in a grave in Ur.  May have been carried on a pole

during battle or may have been the sound box of a musical

instrument.  [about 21 cm tall]







The 'Peace' panel depicts animals, fish and other goods brought in

 procession to a banquet. Seated figures, wearing woollen fleeces

 or fringed skirts, drink to the accompaniment of a musician playing

 a lyre. Banquet scenes such as this are common on cylinder seals of

 the period.



The 'War' panel shows one of the earliest representations of a 

Sumerian army. Chariots, each pulled by four ???, trample 

enemies; infantry with cloaks carry spears; enemy soldiers are 

killed with axes, others are paraded naked and presented to the 

king who holds a spear.



Copper Battle Axe

The main weapon of Mesopotamian warriors in the third millennium BC



Early chariots on the Standard of Ur, ca. 2600 BC. Harnessed to onagers, Asian

Wild Asses (a.k.a. Half-asses)



Silver lyre
From Ur, southern Iraq about 2600-

2400 BC

This lyre was found in the 'Great

Death-Pit', one of the graves in the

Royal Cemetery at Ur. The burial in

the Great Death-Pit was accompanied

by 74 bodies - 6 men and 68 women -

laid down in rows on the floor of the

pit. 3 lyres were piled one on top of

another. They were all made from

wood which had decayed by the time

they were excavated, but two of

them, of which this is one, were

entirely covered in sheet silver

attached by small silver nails. The

plaques down the front of the

sounding box are made of shell. The

silver cow's head decorating the front

has inlaid eyes of shell and lapis

lazuli. The edges of the sound box

have a narrow border of shell and

lapis lazuli inlay.



The Royal Game of Ur from Ur,

 southern Iraq, about 2600-2400 BC

30cm long

The boards appear to have been hollow

with the pieces stored inside. Dice, either

stick dice or tetrahedral in shape, were

also found.



Other things found in the tombs.



Stela of Hammurabi’s Code

The Enuma elish was composed during Hammurabi’s reign (1792-1750

BC).  But it has roots much further back.



Biblical history and general context.

This is impossible stuff to date with any certainty.  I have selected these dates from

several sources.  It is only meant to be suggestive of the chronology.



Sometimes historical stories are updated and changed and fit with

new material.  Sometimes it is done innocently and sometimes it

is done with hidden motives.

The following slides are just freeform historical connections.

They may contain some insights or they may simply be random.

I’m still not sure what it all means, but it is interesting all the

same.



The Tower of Babel
Popular images of the the tower often bear a

striking resemblance to the minaret of the Great

Mosque of Samarra.

Samarra, a bit north of Baghdad, was the capital of the Muslim world

from about 833 until 892 when it was returned to Baghdad by al-

Mu'tamid. Samarra became prominent as a commercial city.  The Great

Mosque of Samarra with its spiral minaret or malwiyah, was built in 847.

Samarra’s prominence declined, especially after the 13th century when

the course of the Tigris shifted leaving it without a reliable source of

water.





1600s



Built ca. 850 AD







The Great Mosque of Samarra

was at one time the largest

mosque in the world; its minaret,

the Malwiya Tower, is a vast

spiralling cone 52 meters high and

33 meters wide (170’ X 108’)

with a spiral ramp.  Built ca. 850.



Also in Samarra is one of the most

important Shi’a sites, The Mosque

of the Golden Dome - Al-Askari

Mosque, built 944 AD, about 300

years after Muhammad.







Update 6/13/07: The two minarets connected to the Mosque of the

Golden Dome which can be clearly seen in the following photograph

were blown up.  Al-Qaida in Iraq is believed to have been

responsible.

Update 8/12/07: Haythem Sabah al-Badri is killed.  He has been

identified by the Iraqi government as the man responsible for blowing

up the Golden Dome. Born in Samarra, he was formerly a member of

Saddam Hussein’s Special Republican Guard and then became the

leader of a Sunni insurgent group actively and successfully enflaming

a civil war in Iraq.  He is said to have had affiliated his group with Al

Qaeda in Mesopotamia.  It had been previously assumed that a

foreigner had blown up the mosque.  This idea jibed with the theory

at the time that large scale violence in Iraq was caused by foreign

“jihadists” and linked to Osama bin Laden.  The idea that a local

(someone from Samarra) did such a thing was not considered a viable

theory.



The Marsh Dwellers of Iraq.  Persucuted by Saddam Hussein.










